
The talkative barber

New words:

Talker

Instead

Injury

Chatterer

Humpback

Patience

Narrating

Hastily

Exclaimed

Exhausted

Desperation

Generous

II. Word meaning:

Non – stop – without stopping

Chatterer – talker

Dessert – a sweet dish

Desperation – frustration

Examine – to survey

Opinion – view point

Generous – kind

Quit – leave

Defect – a fault

Exhausted – tired and fed up

At length – at a stretch



III. Antonyms:

Patient x impatient

Regular x irregular

Wanted x unwanted

Advantage x disadvantage

Legal x illegal

Partial x impartial

Efficient x inefficient

Relevant x irrelevant

Honour x dishonour

Valid x invalid

Justice x injustice

Important x unimportant

Shaved x unshaved

Expected x unexpected

Believe x disbelieve

Pure x impure

Satisfy x dissatisfy

Respect x disrespect

IV. Fill in the blanks by adding un, im or dis to the words given in the box:

1. The teachers got upset with Rani because her work was untidy.
2. The dog was unable to climb the tree to chase the cat.
3. I dislike hot milk, I like it cold.
4. It is impossible to cross the road during heavy traffic hours.
5. The magician waved his magic wand and made the rabbit disappear.

Tidy        Patient       Kind       Like        Able      Appear       Possible



6. The passenger became impatient when the train was late again.
7. It is very unkind to make fun of another person’s weakness.

V.  Fill in the blanks using joining words:
1. Please wait with me till the bus arrives.
2. Do you like football or cricket?
3. My father packed my lunch while my mother combed my hair.
4. We will reach on time if we go by the car.
5. Your speech cannot be heard by the audience until you use a powerful
mike.
6. It was a beautiful day so they decided to go for a picnic.
7. We went to the zoo where we saw many animals.
VI. Answer the following questions:
1. How many brothers did the barber have?

Ans: The barber had six brothers.
2. Why was the sultan in a hurry?

Ans: The sultan was in a hurry because he had invited some of his
friends for the feast.

3. Why did the barber take so long to shave the sultan?
Ans: The barber took so long to shave the sultan because he continued
talking and wasting time.

4. Did the sultan enjoy the barber’s talk? Why do you say no?
Ans: No, the sultan did not enjoyed the barber’s talk because sultan
was losing his patience and wanted to get rid of him.

5. What are the things that sultan gave to barber?
Ans: The sultan gave three gold coins, food and fruits to the barber.

6. Do you think sultan was really generous? Why do you say so?
Ans: No, the sultan was not really generous. In my opinion sultan
showed his generosity to get his head fully shaved and also to get rid
of barber.

7. Which part of the story did you find the funniest?
As: Whole story was funny, but I found the last part of the story
funniest where the barber had all the food that sultan had ordered for
the feast.


